
Bigidea mobile codes: A Hot Trend Getting Hotter!

Although these codes are popping up everywhere, businesses must think of ways to implement QR 
codes so they provide something truly valuable to users. Using Bigidea QR codes gives you a 
chance to truly impress and engage your users anywhere, and gives them something of value in 
exchange for interacting with your business. Easy to scan with no user typing of website URL.

Bigidea QR codes are helping users connect the physical world with the digital world. You no longer 
need to be sitting in front of your computer to access information on the web; you can now access it 
from anywhere using a smart phone and other mobile devices. Bigidea QR codes make accessing 
this information faster, easier, and more valuable for users, and provides businesses with trackable, 
measurable marketing data.

With the growing popularity of Bigidea QR codes, now is the perfect time to explore using them to 
provide real value and convenience to your customers. It’s only a matter of time before these codes 
are part of our daily lives, so make sure your business is ready. 

To help encourage your creative thinking, here are some other clever examples of using Bigidea QR 
codes:

Add a QR code to your vehicle’s commercial lettering that takes 
users to a mobile-enabled landing page with online meeting 
scheduling and other contact mechanisms – much cooler than 
dialing an 800 number or leaving a voice message!

At a store sign , Bigidea QR codes beside a product could give 
users access to recipes that use that product, or to suggest 
related items and “go-withs”. 

Print your code on your business cards and flyers and make 
discounts coupon offers to customers. Also your Bigidea QR 
code landing page can change and have monthly specials for 
promotions.



By adding Codes to your signs and posters, you are able to draw 
your target audience into your product and services like never 
before. Adding a Bigidea QR code makes your sign instantly 
interactive and updatable. No longer is a sign or poster just a static 
message. Your message now leaps from your sign on to the users 
phone, taking them any place on the web; pushing content like 
images, videos, or social media.
Ideal sign types and posters

• Real Estate Signs
• Vehicle Signs
• Store Front Signs
• Bus Benches and Enclosures
• Sporting Events and Parking Signs
• Bulletin Boards and Location Information
• Concert and Public Events Signage
• Theatre and Cinema Smart Posters and Smart Signs

Bigidea QR codes can be seen on real estate printed 
material, on real estate signs and even on realtorʼs 
websites. Many of these codes will direct you to a webpage 
about the property for sales. Bigidea QR codes are an 
excellent tool for real estate. They will bring you new 
customers that you may have never reached otherwise. 



QR codes are showing up in all sorts of new and clever places, 
like on the back of this t-shirt at the recent MarketingProfs Digital 
Marketing Forum. It reads “R U Following Me?” with a large QR 
code printed directly underneath. 

Recently on the Jimmy Fallon show, the musical guest was 
introduced with Fallon holding up a large QR code (instead of 
holding up the CD or album cover) that when scanned, took 
viewers to a video clip of the musical guest’s latest release. 

Contact us today for more information on how this new Marketing Technology 
can help your business.

(786) 357-1690 or (954) 922-3822

Direct: (786) - 357-1690
Office: (954) - 431-4062
FAX:   (786) - 513-0574

2818 Hollywood Blvd, Hollywood Fl 33020
Email: info@bigidea.net              
www.BigideaDigital.com
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